Italian Enclaves
Historical Society

WHO WE ARE

OUR MISSION

Italian Enclaves Historical Society (IEHS) is a
501c3 non-profit organization. Our mission is
clear- preserve and promote the Italian American
Enclaves of yesterday, today, and tomorrow. The
organization documents the neighborhoods and
the people who have become the backbone of
the United States. IEHS chronicles the historical
impact that Italians and Italian- American’s have
had on communities across the United States.
IEHS also highlights the influence these enclaves
and their residents continue to have today.

We aim to research, document and develop a thorough,
searchable, online catalog of hundreds of Italian enclaves
in the United States. Documented through photographs of
its people, churches and businesses, through interviews
and personal accounts and, of course, through its recipes
and foods. All of these things made and continue to make
these enclaves such a vibrant thread in the fabric of
America. The IEHS online catalog, hosted at
‘italianenclaves.org’, will house thousands of photographs
to serve as both a historical database and living advocate
for Italian-American neighborhoods, people and
commerce. It will be a treasure trove for those looking to
discover their roots, for Italophiles and for ethnic
neighborhood aficionados seeking either a sense of
history, an authentic Italian specialty food store, or the
best cannoli in town!
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OUR PARTNERS
We strive to partner and engage with passionate
and like-minded organizations, businesses and
individuals and to foster mutually beneficial
relationships. The IEHS network will allow
partners to reach a highly targeted and engaged
demographic, while sponsoring our efforts
to preserve and promote the Italian-American
enclaves of yesterday, today, and tomorrow.

DEMOGRAPHICS
60/40 Female/Male
High Household Incomes
Age: 66% 35-55
Homeowners
Cooking/Cultural Enthusiasts
Geographic Breakdown (In Order)
New York
Chicago
Cleveland
Boston
Los Angeles

Partnership Opportunities Include:
Social Media Collaborations
Logo ID on The Sponsor Scroll on Homepage
Tile Ad Placement on Homepage (Only 2 Sponsors per month)
Product Placement/Sampling
Invitation to Italian Enclaves Hosted Events
Networking Opportunities
E-Newsletter Inclusions
Presenting Status of Enclave Photo Gallery
Logo ID/Link
Brief Paragraph with Descriptions of Business

Customized Partnership Packages are available upon request.

Find Us

JOIN US!

www.fb.com/italianenclaves

HELP US CONTINUE THE LEGACIES

@Italianenclaves

CONTACT US

www.italianenclaves.org

DANIELLE FERRANTE - DANIELLE.FERRANTE@GMAIL.COM
FUNDRAISING CHAIR
RAY GUARINI- RAY@ITALIANENCLAVES.ORG
FOUNDER

